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Dear Parents,
Every Session has an end and every end is just a new beginning. We welcome you all to march together with
MLZS into the beginning of the new session 2019-20 with all positivity, confidence, strength, cooperation,
understanding, support and lots more.
The Session begins on April 4,2019 and we look forword to see our classrooms and play fields come alive
with the entry of our students
The focus of this month is on making children comfortable and helping them socialize by encouraging them to
mingle with their classmates. ln beginning of this session, we will recapitulate and reinforce the various
concepts learnt by the children in the previous year.
ln this month, the children will learn:
. To say his/her name, age, gender and favourite things
. The ages and stages of growth
r The parts of the human body
. The sense organs and uses of hands and legs
. Magic words and good habits
. About healthy and unhealthy food
Apart from these concepts, the child will learn English and numeracy. ln English, the child will learn:
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. ThelettersA-Zanda-z
. Sight Words (come, down, find, for, jump, here, make, said, see, take)
o First and last letters of words
. Vowels
. The position of vowels in words
. Jo narrate a story using his/her own words
. To recite rhymds in tune with appropriate actions

ln numeracy, the child will learn:
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Pre math concepts of the previous grade.
Pre- math concept Same D.ifferent
Numbers 1-50
Counting fonruard (1 - 10) and backward (10 - 1)
Tens and ones
Numbers that come after, before and between the given numbers 1 - 50
Missing numbers 1 - 50
Shapes - triangle, circle, square, semicircle, oval, diamond
Colours - red, green, yellow, blue, black, white, orange, purple, brown, grey, green
Primary and secondary colours
ln addition to the above mentioned concepts the child will perform art and craft activities.
Some learning experiences at school will include:
o Particrpating in group games
. Participating in different activities to develop gross and fine motor skills
r Participating in conversations to develop language
. Enhancing learning through interactive Teach Next modules
. Reinforcing concepts through integrated activities and worksheets
Parents may help the child by:
. Encouraging the child to read and use the words learnt in their communication
. lnspiring him/her to respect elders
. Singing rhymes along with the child
. Reading out stories to enhance the vocabulary of the child
r Revising concepts with the child to enhance his/her learning
Attendance is compulsory on the first day of school and students should be regular to school there after The
school almanac should be read carefully and all instructions should be religiously followed. The Parents
should submit the stationery kits in the school by the end of this week positively.
Looking forward to another great fulfilling year with you.
Regardq
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